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Abstract. One-dimensional numerical model is created for a cylindri
cal negative glow discharge in helium. The model could be applied 
also for low-current devices as Volier type discharge, coaxial electron 
guns, etc. By solving of the Boltzmann electron equation and the bal
ance equations of electron's density and energy the ~igh-energy part of 
the electron energy distribution function can be determined as well as 
the electron's density and temperature. The results of calculations are 
compared with the experimental data derived in a hollow cathode and 
Volier type discharges. 

PACS number: 52.80.Hc 

1. Introduction 

The excited and especially the long-lived states of atoms and molecules are 
playing substantial role in the low-temperature nonequilibrium plasma. Their 
effective participation in the ionization, dissociation and excitation processes 
as well as the large chemical activity of the excited states should be taken 
into account. The interactions between slow heavy particles which result in 
producing electrons and ions are common and very important. Such processes 
are Penning and associative ionization when one or both colliding particles are 
in excited states. These reactions are observed in the upper atmosphere and 
in many plasma devices. For example the appearance of the ionized particles 
in flames where hydrocarbons are burned is due to the chemiionization pro
cesses, the propagation of sparks and lightenings to the substantial degree is 
also depending on the same processes, etc. Another quite important process 
concerning the long-lived excited particles is the electron impact quenching of 
these atoms. The common feature of this superelastic collision and the chemi
ionization is the participation of the excited particles and the delivering of the 
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atom's potential energy to the free electron. 
The appearance of fast electrons in these and other similar processes like 

charge exchange of rare gases ions with the second group metals modifies 
the energy distribution of the plasma electrons and influences other plasma 
parameters. 

These processes have been investigated in a considerable number of both 
theoretical and experimental works. The peculiarities of the electron energy 
distribution function have been observed in active DC plasma and in the after
glow period. Starting with the works [ 1, 2] a new technique of plasma electron 
spectroscopy (PES) based on registration of the electron spectra emitted in the 
corresponding reactions in plasma has been developed. The results of such in
vestigations in the decay plasma of rare gases, their mixtures and mercury are 
summarized in [3]. But in the afterglow plasma these studies require very sen
sitive devices since the number of the superthermal electrons is in the order of 
105

- 107 cm-3 and it is necessary to accomplish complicated transient electric 
probe and spectroscopic measurements. Therefore it is necessary to examine 
stationary objects which are suitable for investigations of the above mentioned 
effects. These are plasmas in which the mean energy of the bulk electrons is as 
low as possible, the number of the long-lived atoms is high and also the level 
of plasma noises is low. The promising objects should be the negative glow 
(NG) region of the DC glow discharge as well as currentless plasma near the 
NG. It has to be pointed out however that the problems for adequate theoretical 
description of the plasma of these regions still exist. 

As far as the energy distribution is concerned among the large variety of 
works for the hollow cathode (HC) discharges, papers [4] should be mentioned, 
where the averaged over the HC volume electron energy distribution function 
(EEDF) has been calculated. In the recent papers [5] the energy distribution 
in the elastic region is found in nonlocal approximation. The electron density 
and temperature are determined by an averaged over the volume ionization 
rate. The most important contributions of the numerous works dealing with the 
low-current HC discharges have been analyzed in papers [6, 7]. 

In complex systems with diversity of processes that determine plasma status, 
the analytical description becomes almost impossible. That is why the numer
ical models become an indispensable part of every serious investigation of the 
media in this field. In the recent work [8] a self-consistent model of high
current density hollow cathode discharges has been developed. However the 
conditions in these discharges that are suitable for operation of rare gas-metal 
lasers are not convenient for detailed spectroscopic and electrical probe mea
surements required for the atomic collisions study where low-current quiescent 
plasma is needed. In addition the transversal dimensions of the device should 
be at least 1. 5 -2 cm. 
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In this theoretical study one-dimensional numerical model is composed for 
low-current negative glow discharge in helium. The helium plasma is compar
atively well investigated with large amount of experimental data. This gives 
the opportunity for a successful test of the numerical code created for the bal
ance equations of particles numbers and their energies. Considerable attention 
is paid to the electron energy distribution function with particular high energy 
peculiarities. 

2. Theoretical Part 

There is a wide range of discharge geometries such as a hollow cathode (HC), 
a hollow cathode anode (HCA) and in some cases Volier discharge with similar 
boundary conditions . . The density of the electrons is almost zero on a "wall", 
the geometry is cylindrical as well as the energy relaxation of the electrons 
at the volume is possible. Let us observe discharge devices with radius R 
and length L, giving the condition that R « L. In the negative glow, EEDF 
is formed by means of relaxation of initial electrons coming from a narrow 
cathode fall region (CFR) with energy c.: = 102

- 103 eV and fast electrons 
emerging from inelastic interaction between electrons, ions and atoms. These 
electrons lose their energies due to atom ionization and excitation and they did 
not participate in transport processes. 

The condition that ensures this is as follows: 

(1) 

It means that A~ (the inelastic electron energy relaxation length) is less than the 
longitudinal diffusion length. 

In this expression A, A' are the electron mean free paths due to elastic and 
inelastic interactions with frequencies v and v' , respectively. 

In the elastic energy range c.: < c.: 1 (c.: 1 is the first threshold of inelastic •r •. 

processes), the electrons originated in interaction processes of ionization and 
excitation of the atoms with the fast electrons (c.: > c.: 1) . Subsequent relaxation 
of the secondary electrons is going on by electron-electron collisions Ve , elastic 
electron-atom collisions Va and processes of threshold excitation. The electron 
energy relaxation length Ag in elastic region is given by the equation 

A 1 R 
Ag = "R »-2 vo 1+ -=-

Va 

where o is the ratio of energy accommodation in the collision act. 

(2) 
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If the radial (transversal) diffusion of the electrons in energy range c < c 1 

is slower than the rate of energy changes due to collisions we shall have local 
EEDF. It means that when >.0 « R the terms with spatial gradient of EEDF 
and the ambipolar potential 'Pa can be neglected in the kinetic equation. In 
these cases the EEDF is determined by the local plasma parameters at every 
point of r, while the variable is the kinetic energy c. The strict treatment of 
the electron kinetic requires accurate determination of the EEDF. The electron 
Boltzmann equation is solved using conventional two-terms Legendre polyno
mial expansion. The integral - differential equation determining the zero term 
in the arrangement of one-particle EEDF is 

(3a) 

where for the collision integrals of the elastic and inelastic interactions are used 
the well-known expressions [9, 10]: 

So= s; + ss:0 + S~0 = - ~ ! ( Vefo(c) +Do °lco). + s;. (3b) 

Here v;, = Va + Ve (Va = 5vaE: 312
, v;, = 2vec3

/
2 A1 (Jo)) D0 = Da +De is the 

energy diffusion coefficient (Da = VaT, De = 2vee312TeA2(fo)). 
The following approximation [11] for the functions A 1 and A2 allows to 

account for the electron-electron collisions with a good accuracy in the whole 
energy reg10n: 

c 
for T. ~ 2.6 

€' 
for - > 2.6. 

Te 

The balance equation of the number of particles is solved self-consistently with 
the energy balance equation in the case of cylindrical symmetry using diffusion 
approximation 

on_ Damb~ (ron) + 8n = O 
ot r or or 5t 

(4a) 

[)Te 5n(K) I 
n- = -n5va(Te -T) + --

ot 5t non I in. 

(4b) 

Here D arilb is the ambipolar diffusion coefficient. 
The application of the electron temperature Te is connected with Maxwell's 

EEDF which is not a solution of equation (1) in the common case. However 
the correctness of this task is satisfied due to the fact that the distribution of 
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the bulk electrons in He plasma is nearly Maxwell's. In compliance with this 
the application of the electron temperature in first approximation is possible. 

For inelastic collision integral we have 

Here b;J, k; are the rate coefficients of the processes of chemiionization and 
deexcitation, Q+ is the intensity of the electrons emerging in plasma due to all 
ionization processes. 

For the energy spectra of the reactions due to processes of chemiionization 
we take the Brait - Vigner distribution function 

Rh ( ) I ;J 
. iJ c = (c - c;J)2 + (G;J/ 2)2 

Here G;J "'er.pa is the distribution half width (er.pa "'Te). 
The spectra for deexcitation and ionization processes are determined by the 

equations shown bellow: 

Here E;0 0 is the ionization energy of the atom. 
The sources in the balance Eqs (4a) and (4b) are 

6n = Q+ L b;j N mi N mj 

6t n 

6n(K ) "" . ("" Q+) 6t = L., b;j Nmi NmjCi] + L., k i NmiCi + Cef n 

where for the effective energy of the electrons appearing from the ionization 
processes we have 

00 

Eer= j R+(c)c3
/

2 dc. 
0 

Some reactions occur in NG with the participation of metastable molecule 
He2(23S). The number of molecules formed by conversion of atomic metasta
bles into molecular ones and the recombination becomes significant when the 
pressure is above 6 Torr. The processes of recombination can be neglected at 
all since no dissociative recombination is observed in helium plasma and the 
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remaining types of recombination have small rate constants. The data concern
ing the processes of Penning ionization, quenching by the electron impact and 
ionization are compiled and assessed in the review paper [3] so we have used 
these results in our paper. 

A simple analytical equation has been found for fast electrons distribution 
function. If (3 is the probability electrons to reflect from CFR, in the cylindrical 
symmetry we have 

( R) (r)l-~N F(r,c) = 2Ab'(c - e<p)exp -- cosh -
2.A >. 1 - ~ 

where ~ = (3 exp ( - ~) . Here >. is the electron mean free path due to elastic 

and inelastic processes. 

3. Results 

The paper [12] was one of the first to report experimental data of high-energy 
peculiarities of EEDF in helium in a steady state discharge with a HAC type 
electrode configuration. However these data cannot be transformed to a dimen
sionless form. 

Some experimental data and approximated analytical solution of the simple 
kinetic equations suitable for similar geometry are shown in [13]. A comparison 
between the experimental data derived in a hollow cathode and Volier discharge 
with the calculations is shown bellow. 

In Table 1 one can see the local parameter of electron density and temperature 
in the hollow cathode axis at different metastable densities. The first two 
columns show the measured and calculated values by analytical approximation 
in [13]. The next columns show ne and Te, calcuiated with the numerical code 
as a function of the metastable densities and their ratio. 

Table 1. Electron density and temperature in the hollow cathode axis . The cathode 
radius and length respectively: R = 1 cm and L = 10 cm, gas pressure p = 3 Torr, 
discharge current I = 150 mA 

Analytical Experim. 
He(2 3 S):He(2 1 S) 

0:0 25:5 50:10 

ne x io- 12 5 3.5 5.78 3.54 2.78 

Te (eV) 0.26 0.3 0.147 0.257 0.346 

The spatial dependence of electron density in case of Volier discharge is 
shown in Fig. 1. The excess of the calculated density in comparison with the 
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measured one near the boundary of the plasma region is due to the quite com
plicated geometry of the real device in the boundaries which is not accounted 
in our model. 
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Fig. 1. Radial distribution of 
the charged particles density in 
Volier type discharge 
Radius and length of the plasma 
volume R = 2 cm and L = 
10 cm respectively, He pressure 
p = 2 Torr, current I = 35 mA 

In Fig. 2 one can see the electron energy distribution function measured in 
Volier type discharge [13]. The respective plasma parameters, determined in 
the center of the discharge are given in Table 2. 

Table 2. Electron density and temperature in the axis of Volier discharge. The volume 
radius and length: R = 2 cm and L = 25 cm respectively, gas pressure p = 2.2 Torr, 
discharge current I = 30 mA 

He(23 S):He(21 S) 

Experim. 0:0 14:2.8 15:3 20:4 40:8 

Cale. 1 Cale. 2 Cale. 3 Cale. 4 Cale. 5 

ne x io- 11 3.1 5.9 3.06 2.98 2.664 1.97 
Te (eV) 0.164 0.07326 0.166 0.1715 0.195 0.274 

A comparison between the experimental one-particle EEDF (3) derived by 
the second derivative of the electron probe current and the numerical function 
obtained is exposed in Fig. 2. 

The curve (I) represents the initial distribution Jo ( c, t) \t=o, with the addi
tion of the sources originating in the first temporal iterations. A juxtaposition 
between (2) and (3) shows a deviation in the high-energy range (c > 21 eV) . 
It could be expected that this deviation is due to the fact that the distribution 
function is local in this area since the electron energy relaxation length >. ,, is 
much shorter in the inelastic region than it is in the elastic region [3]. It is 
seen that in this case due to the low metastable density and the considerable 
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relaxation rate the high energy part of the distribution function is in the form of 
a "step". For the purposes of the plasma electron spectroscopy it is preferable 
to have distributions with electron maxima ("electron lines"). The positions 
and area of the maxima give information for the characteristic energies of the 
elementary reactions from the electrons emerged and the corresponding rate 
coefficients. 
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Fig. 2. Experimental (points) and calculated electron energy distribution 
function (lines) in Volier type discharge 

4. Summary 

A numerical model of the NG helium plasma has been created which allows to 
find the electron density and temperature and the electron energy distribution 
fast part. The comparison with the experimental data shows a fair agreement. 
We can see as a most significant achievement the opportunity of using the 
models as a test bed for determination of the rate coefficients. The variation of 
the velocity constants, namely their use as parameters, gives the opportunity to 
detennine the real coefficients of the processes by comparison of the obtained 
balance characteristic and the EEDF with the relevant experimental ones. 
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